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PROGRAM NOTES
Factory is an aural representation of an assembly line. The piece begins slowly with very few distinct
brief sounds. It then grows throughout, layering high and low frequencies and adding more rhythm.
Many of the sounds in Factory are decidedly industrial or synthetic, but a peaceful melody is
introduced to contrast these sounds. The tempo of the song never changes and simulates the
repetition of an assembly line.
Fatal Vision uses a public domain audio recording of William Shakespeare’s Macbeth, Act II, Scene I,
recorded by Julian Jameson for Libravox.org. In the scene, Macbeth is so overcome with preemptive
guilt over his plan to murder King Duncan that he hallucinates a dagger hanging in the air before him.
Each phrase of the recording has been manipulated using various techniques – primarily granular
synthesis and delayed feedback loops – to convey the instability of both his mental state and his
perceptions of reality. The composition is meant to allow the listener to empathize with Macbeth
more easily, so that they might see the scene through the complex layers of his emotional
landscape.

H2wOah: This piece was inspired by Dripsody by Hugh Le Caine because it’s one of my favourite
electro acoustic pieces. My piece is entirely made out of water sounds which include water droplets
and water boiling. I used different processing techniques to develop the sounds that I desired and
cut and placed them to create my final product. I hope you enjoy.
Untitled.
Just Relax. Making jokes has turned into crossing a minefield. We are constantly offended. We are
afraid to say anything unless we have something nice to say. But how can we make progress,
become better individually and as a society if we don’t point out what’s wrong? We can’t. Offending
and being offended is a risk we have to take in order to be able to think and make progress. So stop
being offended. Take a note of everything that’s being said but don’t take everything so seriously like
the world’s going to end if someone gets offended. RELAX! I hope this piece helps you do that.

Something Happened at the Clock Tower was composed with the use of recorded cello sounds,
royalty-free sound effects, and sounds generated within MaxMSP. A mixture of all these was utilized
to create the piece. Cello techniques used include tremolo, sul ponticello, and glissandos on a single
string. In addition, a simple BiQuad Filter patch and Sfplay-with-speed patch were used in MaxMSP.
This piece was composed as a narrative describing a character’s journey to a clock tower. From the
piece, one can hear the clock tower ringing from a distance, footsteps of varying speeds, what goes
on inside the tower, and the character arriving at the top of the tower, all while the sound of the
turret clock ticks.

Robot at the Beach is based on a story line of a robot going to the beach and being intrigued by
water. The rhythm is the robot playing with water droplets, and eventually it gets curious about
water. After wading into the sea, the robot learns its newfound love of water is dangerous as he loses
power and gets taken by the tides. The guitar chords looping represent the backdrop. The rest of the
sounds created by FM synthesis represent the robots curiosity.

Divide is a composition reflecting on a victim of anxiety comparing the dark, nightmarish thoughts
with the calming yet still uneasy aftermath. Utilizing various percussion and string instruments such
as Marimba, Timpani, Drum set and Piano, Cello and Double Bass, the source materials are
distorted almost beyond recognition to demonstrate the clouded and confused head space of the
victim.

Attack of K2 musically portrays the perilous conditions of the world’s second tallest mountain, K2,
also known as the “Savage Mountain.” Using sounds inspired by the inclement cold weather
conditions 28, 251 ft above land, the slow incline to climax in the piece represents the extreme
gradual experience of climbers who explore upon the surface of K2. With the mountain having the
highest fatality rate of the Eight Thousanders, the intense and eventful climax of the piece depicts
some climber’s experience of abrupt death. With a sudden silence, the piece finishes off in a more
peaceful manner representing the mountain’s isolation, and those who were unsuccessful become
lost and a part of its terrain forever.
Mundane, Tuesday, Wednesday outlines the repetitive nature of the day to day occurrences we find
so common during the work week

A Busy Day is describes a busy day of a working man. I used New FM-Chowning, Granular Groove
Buffer and Random Note Generator Max program mainly. Firstly, you will feel lots of voice come
together, and the voice of uninterrupted door was closing. I used the Random Note Generator
program and New FM-Chowning program to make the sounds more complicated. Continually, you
will listen to an audio of can open which is mean that it is break time. At that time, the man enjoys
this break and takes meditation. I used New FM-Chowning program to remix the drum sounds.
There are lots of thoughts come to their mind, but he tries to calm it down. Continue to the second
part, the busy day begin again. It was similar to the first part that there is lots of voice. Therefore, I
keep used Random Note Generator to create new sounds. The sounds describe the work
environment. But I added a simple melody because the busy day will finish, the feeling of man is
happy. At the last part, the sound of the clock means they come home. And the cradle song has
accompanied them to sleep. Granular Groove Buffer Program made the cradle song.

What is a Guitar is a piece is entirely made up of samples from a single instrument, the acoustic
guitar. The distortion and change in pitch and speed in this piece demonstrates how these slight
changes can completely change the mood and sound of a piece, giving the listeners many different
music atmospheres in a short amount of time. The guitar samples were played by Harrison Song.
Theme and Variation on a Circular Motion. The repeated circular motif played within the context of
other noise is found throughout the piece in its original and varied form. The theme is varied with
Frequency and delay manipulation.

The Chase is my creative composition using FM synthesis and AM synthesis to create the various
abstracting sounds. As being inspired by movies I thought to create this composition to hopefully
relay an image in your head with the composition. The chase reflects the chaos in our lives and the
chaos surrounding the outside world.
During The Storm is a musical representation of the sounds during a storm while sitting inside with
nothing to do. The main melody heard represents the gusts of wind passing by a window that one
hears while sitting around inside. This main melody is then layered and overlapped with many other
sounds that build up the storm such as the sound of rain hitting against a window, the sound of
voices coming from the television and a faint clock ticking in the distance which leads to the peak of
craziness within a storm.
Trekking: This piece tells a story of someone on a walk through nature, using a flute to communicate
with their environment. It contains two contrasting sections; the beginning in the cave, and the
ending in the forest, with a stormy transition between the two.

Guitar Fragments for Sale is a compilation of sound clips that morph over time. Sounds were
recorded with a Fender Stratocaster and a Simon & Patrick acoustic guitar.

Prowl is a piece that follows a jungle cat stalking its prey through a rainforest. It includes source
material consisting of the human voice, water, and the striking of objects. In order to fabricate an

unsettled feeling, this composition uses Frequency Modulation and Subtractive Synthesis, as well as
the shifting of tempo. The ominous tone of the piece is enhanced further through the vast dynamic
contrast, concentrated panning of the soundscape, and the reversal and/or expansion of filtered
source material; however, it’s the layering and texture of the audio that will keep you feeling uneasy.

Crystal Cave Chase is composed heavily with extended flute techniques; this piece showcases
humans’ fear for the unknown through an exploration in a crystal cave, as well as the flexibility of
sample-based music with the contrast of the harsh and percussive Chase section bookended by the
melodic flute introduction and its vocal reprise. The constructed language sung in the vocal reprise
is based on Latin, Italian, and Japanese.

Sleeping With A G …. Diminished follows a G fully diminished 7th chord journeying to become a F
major 7. Experience the manipulations of everyday instruments such as, cello, piano, vocoder,
melodica and Mandolin. Grasp the timbral difference between very contrasting instruments. In
addition to standard musical instruments this piece contains household items such as house keys. It
was a goal of mine to manipulate sounds beyond recognition. Like dark things in life all must come to
a resolution. This is the mentality this piece embodies. Thanks for listening.

Cladach (Shoreline) is a calming composition which uses the soundscape to depict a gentle stroll
along the coast. Throughout Cladach take notice of the sounds of the coastline; such as the waves,
the distant sounds of nature and the lighthouse. These sounds were created using FM synthesis and
subtractive synthesis. Immerse in the sounds and allow Cladach to be a calming reflective
experience during this stressful time of year.
Escape is a simple composition after all. Sounding complex yet, the majority of the sounds are from
just one sample: the Attetudei Grill. First it was put into a Granular Groove Buffer and I composed a
short phrase utilizing every knob possible. The sound switches from fast to slow and reverb is
added for a claustrophobia or room effect. Some FM synth and RNG are used for decoration at the
beginning. The most used reverb is the room reverb. It gives a sense of feeling that one is trapped in
a confined room hearing the water drops. Then the piece gives a creepy feeling that the listener is
always escaping from the fear of the unpleasant sound.
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